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About This Game

Hi!
We are a dad and a mom making Auri's Tales under the name of Dad's Indie Studio.

Auri's Tales is a tiny game by @amadeumartinez and @naretaa made with love and very few resources.

We are making this game in our free time, just for the pleasure of do it. We are in love with the idea of leaving it behind as a
gift to our daughter, and we like to imagine that she one day will play a little 3D adventure designed by her fathers and placed in

a fantasy world that is based on our own life.

About the game
Auri’s Tales is a tiny 3D adventure game in which players will need to solve 12 quests to get access to the castle and complete
the game. The whole game will be contained in one single level that works as a mini open world that players can freely explore

and evokes to the classic 3D platformers.

Jim Henson's Labyrinth, Alice in Wonderland, The Little Prince, Zelda I, Mario 64, Conker Reloaded or Dark Souls are some
of the influences that inspire this game in different ways.
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Title: Auri's Tales
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Dad's Indie Studio
Publisher:
Dad's Indie Studio
Franchise:
Princess of Solea
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40Hz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT710

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 MB available space

English
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its a good game but a little vauge on whats gonna happen like when you on the second level (not including prolog) the mage guy
tells you to attack the goblins blocking your path but that does not tell you that that will make all goblins hate you soo i guess
other wise its a good game and is easy to run litteraly can be run on the 1\\4 of a toaster proccesing power of my desktop. I
strongly recommend this game, given that it's free.

It's a fun and cute puzzle "horror" game. It's a "horror" game in the sense that there are ghosts and vampires, but the whole thing
is given a very saccharine and chidlike tone. There are "jump scares", but the things jumping at you tend to be cutesy.

Some of the puzzles felt a bit unfair (e.g. for one of them, you need to keep talking to the same NPC over and over again even
though it seems like he's repeating himself and there's no new dialogue to discover), but on the other hand, I did manage to solve
all the puzzles without resorting to a walkthrough or guide, so I guess they couldn't have been that bad.. I've always love 'evil
looking' female character in Video Games & Anime.
So. . .yeah that's pretty much the reason why I bought this DLC Character.
Her BGM is awesome too, it's one of those 'Boss Fight'-ish music.. The games broken sometimes puzzles won't let you advance
and you have to restart the game from scratch.
See here http://steamcommunity.com/app/320610/discussions/0/530649887215413496/. It seemed like a very fun idea at first
but lost its charm alarmingly fast.. Don't Botter save your money
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This DLC is a stunning example of years of work, and it shines through from the moment you start driving! The rolling stock is
all done to a very high standard, in particular the locomotives are extremely detailed. Whether you are interested in the history
of this railway, want to make some scenarios for Train Simulator or just want to drive trains and enjoy the scenery this will fit
all criteria.

The Class 105 DLC offered alongside this is also good, I did not buy it as it came with an earlier purchase of a BR Blue loco
pack, however as a standalone it is equally worth it and comes with fitting scenarios for this particular route.

All in all, this is my favourite route for Train Simulator; if you'd like a taste of British scenery then this it the route for you! As
with all TS DLCs it's worth waiting for a sale it you're wallet's a little light as prices are reduced a lot!. Get a job as janitor
-Get fired because I'm alcoholic
-Get a job as a salesperson
-Learn Plumbing
??????
-I own three mansions. Interesting take on something to adapt to a visual novel. This is a game set in an alternate world's World
War II. You serve the "Germans" who in this world worship the Egyptian pantheon. There are two love interests and they are a
bit divergent, at least in their belief in the Empire... One is a rebel, the other the daughter of a high-ranking official.

Worth the price.. Fun game and plays well. Looking forward to getting some more courses!. Good game! but hard af on
somelevel. Reccomend a controller imo.. Yes, the game is clearly marketed for young children, but it also challenges your
ability to really look for details, and it will challenge you on the higher levels within certain areas. Besides, you get to dress Bob
in all sorts of snazzy outfits, which lead to other achievements being unlocked. I bought the game with a coupon for 90% off
recently, and I would have no regrets paying the full price. It seems they update this game with some fair regularity, as the guide
doesn't even mention the fourth area. Enjoy the game!. Overall I'm very impressed with AM Model viewer. As others have
suggested, improving DAE and adding new formats, adding new view modes, and especially advanced shading methods would
be the best. You may want to investigate Voxel Global Illumination Shading as the ultimate direction here for lighting. But its
amazing what you've accomplished so far...its as good as IRIS VR without the long wait and startup hype. I generally put models
in there and it works exactly as expected, with a few hiccups.
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